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Established in 1973, ASG are one of the longest
established companies within this specialised
industry, providing Performing Arts facilities 
for Education, Leisure, Theatre and Television,
amongst many other sectors. We have built 
a reputation for high standards, quality and attention
to detail, with a level of expertise and customer
satisfaction that some companies can only aspire to.

ASG have the technical knowledge to undertake a
variety of projects, whether unusual or conventional.
From the simplest repair to a composite installation,
we can take your project from the original concept
through detailed design and CAD drawings, to site
completion and ongoing routine maintenance,
thereby providing a complete ‘turnkey’ composite
package – the simplest solution for any client.
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ASG welcome any opportunity to offer our experience
and provide proposals and quotations, without obligation
or charge, supported by technical data and our extensive
image library of completed projects. We can also offer our
consultancy services when required.

Contact us on 01942 718347 to discuss your project or
arrange a visit, or see our website at www.asgstage.co.uk
for further Company information.
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DESIGN & PLANNING
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From schools and village halls to theatres and
shopping centres, we design, manufacture and 
install individual composite performing arts
schemes. It can never be too early to begin planning,
as client expectations, DDA requirements and
legacy equipment often need to be considered, 
co-ordination with HVAC, ceilings and other trades 
is imperative, electric supplies will be required, and
maybe even extra steelwork!

Our experienced management team specialise in
managing projects of any size. Our knowledge and
reputation can be demonstrated by the contractual
projects and repeat customers we have been involved
with, including some of the most prominent architects,
M&E consultants, fitting-out companies and
construction contractors throughout the UK 
and Ireland.

ASG employ in-house designers, project managers
and engineering personnel, who are fully trained and
continually assessed. We also have the facilities of
freelance professionals such as structural engineers
and acoustic consultants. Consultancy may better 
suit the needs of your project, whereby we can 
offer our normal services, but with the added benefit
of providing specifications or drawings for client
approval or tendering.

• Feasibility

• Consultancy

• CAD design

• CDM compliance

• Site surveying

• Contractual meetings

• Technical O&M manuals

• Project management

• ISO 9001 procedures

Beckfoot SchoolBeckfoot School

Beckfoot School under constructionTypical site meeting



EDUCATION

Cardinal Newman College, Preston

The Grange School, Northwich

The King’s School, Chester
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Ashton on Mersey School, Sale

Performing arts facilities are found in most educational
venues including high schools, colleges, universities and
academies, also often in various primary schools. Areas
include multi-purpose rooms or a dedicated theatre
space and/or drama or dance studios.

Often categorised as Theatre or Audio Visual facilities
within education, we can provide a full range of 
services for composite installations, also proposals and
consultancy, with tracks, curtains, raise and lower gear,
lighting rigs, sound systems, projection, seating, mirrors,
staging and even access equipment. We can also refurbish
and re-use legacy equipment where appropriate.

The Fuse, Partington



LEISURE
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Knowsley Leisure Centre, LiverpoolWinsford Lifestyle Centre, Cheshire

Lakes Leisure Centre, KendalLakes Leisure Centre, Kendal

Whether a dedicated leisure centre, a typical school sports hall 
or a community centre, these spaces are often equipped with
performance facilities.

A leisure centre may be used for sports events during the day, but 
can also have a second income from theatrical events at night, as an
entire performance space can be made to retract or raise for storage.
Tracks can be used for division nets, curtains or reflectors can improve
poor acoustics in a large hall, or a conventional dance studio can 
be equipped with tracks, curtains, lighting, sound and mirrors. The
photos below show sports hall venues that can be quickly converted
for performances.

Knowsley Leisure Centre, Liverpool



THEATRE

For professional or amateur theatres, concert
halls and arts centres, we can offer extensive
composite installations, through to repairs and
maintenance, or consultancy when required.
Even town halls, civic centres and village 
halls often require theatrical facilities.

Every type of performance facility can be found in
these types of venues, including heavy engineering
such as powered flying, counterweights and safety
curtains, audio visual systems with lighting, sound,
video and projection systems, as well as tracks,
curtains, staging and seating.

Southport TheatreRoyal International Pavilion, LlangollenKing’s Theatre, EdinburghRoyal Concert Hall, GlasgowLiverpool Institute for Performing ArtsUniversity of Limerick

10 11Floral Pavilion, New Brighton



TELEVISION
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Harry Potter Studio Tours, Great Hall, LeavesdenOlympic Studio, IBC London 2012 Olympics

Harris Academy, CroydonUTV News Studio, Belfast

We have equipped many large and small television and film studios,
including professional international or regional broadcasters, media
centres or schools, where equipment would often include fixed or
movable lighting rigs, hoists, luminaires, pantographs, cyclorama
tracks and cloths.

As well as studios for the BBC, ITV and Sky, we have also equipped 
42 studios for the worlds’ media (International Broadcasting Centre)
at the London 2012 Olympics. Also 5000m2 of support grids at
Warner Bros Harry Potter Studio Tours in Leavesden.

UTV News Studio, Belfast



OTHER SECTORS
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Orangefield Presbyterian Church, BelfastRoyal International Pavilion, Llangollen

RAF St. Athan, GlamorganTullie House Museum, Carlisle

Equipment traditionally used for
performing arts can be found in 
a diverse range of other sectors,
such as places of worship, theme
parks, conference centres, village
halls, lecture theatres, warehouses,
shopping centres, museums,
hospitals, community centres 
and hotels.

Even aircraft hangars can benefit
from intelligent lighting to help sell
the latest stealth fighter, or electric
division curtains when painting a
couple of 747 jumbo jets, as we
recently installed at Manchester
International Airport. For other
unusual and interesting projects, see
our website www.asgstage.co.uk
for further details.

Royal International Pavilion, Llangollen
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